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“The Saint-Petersburg state university”

[SPECIFY THE NAME OF ORGANIzATION-PARTICIPANT]
UDC [specify the list of UDC 
of the questions and (or) scientific reports and (or) multimedia-presentation 
of all members of “The dissertational council” of “SPbSU”]
№ registration [specify the number of registration]
Acc. № [specify the accession number]
I ASSERT
[specify the post (the rector, director or other), scientific degree, scientific rank and Last name, First name and Patronymic of the head of organization-participant (in abbreviated form)] “[specify date (number)]” [specify month] [specify year] [specify the signature of the head of organization-participant]


The list of The allowed members “The dissertation council” of “SPbSU”, 
the formulations of their questions and (or) themes of their scientific reports 
and (or) multimedia-presentations
from the organization-participant 
for sending to the organizing committee “The international action 
of "The Saint-Petersburg state university" ("SPbSU") 
on the rights of "The Federal scientific centre of RF" 
and "The National research university of RF", 
the author of the unique cognitive modeling technology and the scientific direction 
"Cognitive computer science, cognitive modeling technology 
for the system and financial analysis" ("AUT CMT SFA") Vetrov A.N. 
due to means of the budget and interested natural persons and legal entities – 
the procedure of defence of the dissertation (in the form of scientific monography) on the rights of manuscript 
"The environment of automated training with the properties of adaptation based on the cognitive models" 
on the competition of scientific degree of the candidate of technical sciences on spec. 05.13.01 – 
"The system analysis, control and information processing" of "AUT CMT SFA" Vetrov A.N. 
with participation of the national and foreign members of "The dissertation council" of "SPbSU" 
for (non)residents at the international level 
with translation through the global network "Internet" 
and accommodation in "The hotel "Moscow"" ("The group of hotels "Intourist"")”
[specify the intermediate or final] on [specify the current year]

The head of executors
[specify the post, scientific degree and scientific rank of the head of executors of the org.-participant]
[specify Last name, First name and Patronymic of the head of executors of the organization-participant (completely)]
“[specify date (number)]” [specify month] [specify year] [specify the signature of the head of executors of the org.-participant]
The head of normocontrollers
[specify the post, scientific degree and scientific rank of the head of normocontrollers of the org.-participant]
[specify Last name, First name and Patronymic of the head of normocontrollers of the organization-participant (completely)]
“[specify date (number)]” [specify month] [specify year] [specify the signature of the head of normocontrollers of the org.-participant]
The adviser (lawyer)
[specify the post, scientific degree and scientific rank of the adviser (lawyer) of the org.-participant]
[specify Last name, First name and Patronymic of the adviser (lawyer) of the organization-participant (completely)]
“[specify date (number)]” [specify month] [specify year] [specify the signature of the adviser (lawyer) of the organization-participant]

[specify the country of organization-participant], [specify the city of organization-participant], [specify the year of formation of the specified document in the organization-participant]
The list of executors
The executors on physical-mathematical sciences
[specify the post of executor on physical-mathematical sciences of the organization-participant, scientific degree and scientific rank of specified executor of the organization-participant (completely)]
[specify Last name, First name and Patronymic of the executor on physical-mathematical sciences of the organization-participant (completely)]
“[specify date (number)]” [specify month] [specify year] [specify the signature of executor on physical-mathematical sciences of the organization-participant]
The executors on technical sciences
[specify the post of executor on technical sciences of the organization-participant, scientific degree and scientific rank of specified executor of the organization-participant (completely)]
[specify Last name, First name and Patronymic of the executor on technical sciences of the organization-participant (completely)]
“[specify date (number)]” [specify month] [specify year] [specify the signature of executor on technical sciences of the organization-participant]
The list of the normocontrollers
The normocontrollers on physical-mathematical sciences
[specify the post of normocontroller on physical-mathematical sciences of the organization-participant, scientific degree and scientific rank of defined normocontroller of the organization-participant (completely)]
[specify Last name, First name and Patronymic of the normocontroller on physical-mathematical sciences of the organization-participant (completely)]
“[specify date (number)]” [specify month] [specify year] [specify the signature of normocontroller on physical-mathematical sciences of the organization-participant]
The normocontrollers on technical sciences
[specify the post of normocontroller on technical sciences of the organization-participant, scientific degree and scientific rank of defined normocontroller of the organization-participant (completely)]
[specify Last name, First name and Patronymic of the norocontroller on technical sciences of the organization-participant (completely)]
“[specify date (number)]” [specify month] [specify year] [specify the signature of normocontroller on technical sciences of the organization-participant]
The allowed member of “The dissertation council” of “SPbSU”, the formulation of their question 
and (or) theme of their scientific report and (or) multimedia-presentation
from the organization-participant [specify the name of organization-participant]
for sending to the organizing committee “The international action of "The Saint-Petersburg state university" ("SPbSU") 
on the rights of "The Federal scientific centre of RF" and "The National research university of RF", 
the author of the unique cognitive modeling technology and the scientific direction 
"Cognitive computer science, cognitive modeling technology for the system and financial analysis" ("AUT CMT SFA") Vetrov A.N. 
due to means of the budget and interested natural persons and legal entities – 
the procedure of defence of the dissertation (in the form of scientific monography) on the rights of manuscript "The environment of automated training with the properties of adaptation based on the cognitive models" 
on the competition of scientific degree of the candidate of technical sciences on spec. 05.13.01 – "The system analysis, control and information processing" of "AUT CMT SFA" Vetrov A.N. 
with participation of the national and foreign members of "The dissertation council" of "SPbSU" 
for (non)residents at the international level with translation through the global network "Internet" and accommodation in "The hotel "Moscow"" ("The group of hotels "Intourist"")”
№ under the order

UDC and name of question, 
and (or) scientific report 
and (or) multimedia-presentation
[specify UDC (see the list of UDC of “"VINITI" of "RAS"”), 
the formulation of question and (or) the name of scientific report and (or) multimedia-presentation in “SPbSU” (RF, Saint-Petersburg city)]


Last, First name 
and Patronymic 
of member 
of “The diss. council” (completely)
The subordinated 
organization, division, 
post, 
scientific degree 
and scientific rank of member 
of “The diss. council” (completely)

The lang. of question, report and translation
The codes 
of basic and add. sciences, area and sections
The parameters 
of multimedia-presentation
The hold 
post(s)
The attendance personnel 
of the member of “The diss. council”
The distribution of personnel
The parameters of place 
in “SPbSU” (the other organization)
The booking place(s) 
in number(s) of hotel
[Specify the number, place]
Visiting of buffet table
[specify the marker 
of participation]







“SPbSU”

“RA(N)S”

the other HEI

the other 
AS

Last, First name and Patronymic of basic 
or add. 
employee 
(completely)


The organization, 
division, 
post, 
scientific degree and scientific rank 
of basic 
or additional employee (completely)
“SPbSU”

the other organization
The pavilion
The section(s)
The place(s)
The slides
AWP 
(PC, notebook(s))
LAN and(or) “Internet”
The multimedia (input, output, audio, video)
The printer (type)

The special 
devices (name)
















OW
EX
OW
EX













[specify the number under the order]
[specify Last, First name and Patronymic 
of the member of “The diss. council” (completely)]
[specify the subordinated organization, 
division, post, 
scientific degree and scientific rank 
of the member “The dissertation council” 
(completely)]
[specify the int. abbreviation of the nat. and foreign language of translation (mark the language)]
[specify the code of basic sciences – the code of add. sciences]
 [specify the code of basic area – the code of add. area],
[specify the code of basic section – the code of add. section]
[specify the parameters of multimedia-presentation (necessary, not necessary, 
with sound or without sound and others)]
[specify the post in “SPbSU”]
[specify the post in “RA(N)S”]
[specify the post in the other HEI]
[specify the code of post in the other AS]
[specify 
Last, First name 
and Patronymic 
of employee 1 (completely)]
[specify 
the organization, 
division, post, 
sci. degr. and sci. rank  
of employee 1 
(completely)]
[specify 
the q-ty]
[specify 
the q-ty]
[specify 
the q-ty]
[specify 
the q-ty]
[specify 
the number]
[specify 
the codif]
[specify 
the code, q-ty]
[specify 
the q-ty]
[specify 
(the q-ty, 
q-ty)]
[specify 
none, type 
of channel]
[specify 
none, type 
of device]
[specify 
none, type 
of printer]
[specify 
none 
or name]
[specify 
the number, 
place]
[specify 
the marker 
of participation]










[specify 
Last, First name 
and Patronymic 
of employee 2 (completely)]
[specify 
the organization, 
division, post, 
sci. degr. and sci. rank  
of employee 2 (completely)]
[specify 
the q-ty]
[specify 
the q-ty]
[specify 
the q-ty]
[specify 
the q-ty]
[specify 
the number]
[specify 
the codif]
[specify 
the code, q-ty]
[specify 
the q-ty]
[specify 
(the q-ty, 
q-ty)]
[specify 
none, type 
of channel]
[specify 
none, type 
of device]
[specify 
none, type 
of printer]
[specify 
none 
or name]
[specify 
the number, 
place]
[specify 
the marker 
of participation]










[specify 
Last, First name 
and Patronymic 
of employee 3 
(completely)]
[specify 
the organization, 
division, post, 
sci. degr. and sci. rank  
of employee 3 
(completely)]
[specify 
the q-ty]
[specify 
the q-ty]
[specify 
the q-ty]
[specify 
the q-ty]
[specify 
the number]
[specify 
the codif]
[specify 
the code, q-ty]
[specify 
the q-ty]
[specify 
(the q-ty, 
q-ty)]
[specify 
none, type 
of channel]
[specify 
none, type 
of device]
[specify 
none, type 
of printer]
[specify 
none 
or name]
[specify 
the number, 
place]
[specify 
the marker 
of participation]










[specify 
Last, First name 
and Patronymic 
of employee 4 
(completely)]
[specify 
the organization, 
division, post, 
sci. degr. and sci. rank  
of employee 4 
(completely)]
[specify 
the q-ty]
[specify 
the q-ty]
[specify 
the q-ty]
[specify 
the q-ty]
[specify 
the number]
[specify 
the codif]
[specify 
the code, q-ty]
[specify 
the q-ty]
[specify 
(the q-ty, 
q-ty)]
[specify 
none, type 
of channel]
[specify 
none, type 
of device]
[specify 
none, type 
of printer]
[specify 
none 
or name]
[specify 
the number, 
place]
[specify 
the marker 
of participation]

[specify the post, scientific degree and scientific rank of the member of “The dissertation council” (completely)]
[specify Last name, First name and Patronymic of the member of “The dissertation council” of the organization-participant (completely)]
“[specify date (number)]” [specify month] [specify year]
[specify the signature of the member of “The dissertation council” of the organization-participant]


[specify the post, scientific degree and scientific rank of the head of organization-participant (completely)]
[specify Last name, First name and Patronymic of the head of organization-participant (completely)]
“[specify date (number)]” [specify month] [specify year]
[specify the signature of the head of organization-participant]

